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Introduction 

 

 Although the theory of disparate impact discrimination was not initially cognizable under Title VII, the Supreme 

Court in Griggs v. Duke Power Company
1
 recognized its viability. Prior to Griggs, individuals could only make a claim 

under Title VII if they could prove disparate treatment, which occurs when an employer intentionally treats members of a 

protected class less favorably because of their status in that class. Disparate impact discrimination, on the other hand, occurs 

when an employer‟s facially neutral employment practice adversely impacts a person in a protected class in effect, and that 

fact cannot be explained by business necessity. While disparate impact actions have been recognized under the Civil Rights 

Act since 1971, there was a split of authority among the circuit courts as to whether or not this theory of discrimination was 

applicable to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (“ADEA”). Finally, in 2005 in Smith v. City of Jackson, the 

Supreme Court settled the issue, and recognized that the ADEA authorizes recovery in disparate impact cases comparable to 

Griggs. But was the decision a triumph for the civil rights of aging workers?  

Part I of this paper examines some significant parallelisms between Title VII and the ADEA. Part II recounts 

specifically the development of disparate impact theory, particularly with respect to the ADEA. Part III analyzes the 

implication for employment policies stemming from the application of disparate impact theory to the ADEA, and evaluates 

how courts subsequently have grappled with the decision in Smith.  Part IV focuses on the significance of the “reasonable 

factors other than age” proviso of the ADEA, its judicial interpretation, and the necessity for legislative intervention to 

protect the rights of older workers. Finally, the paper concludes that the parallelism between Title VII and the ADEA should 

continue, and that the ADEA should be amended, as was Title VII, to ensure that disparate impact theory survives judicial 

construction. 

 

I. Title VII and the ADEA: Linkages 

 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 makes it an unlawful employment practice for employers “to fail or refuse 

to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, 

terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or national origin . . ." 
2
 

Although age was not included among the forbidden criteria under Title VII,
3
 the Secretary of Labor subsequently 

investigated the issue of age discrimination, and concluded that it was common for employees to be discriminated against in 

the workplace because of their age, and inaccurate stereotypes about the abilities of older workers.
4
  As a result, in 1967 

Congress passed the Age Discrimination in Employment Act in an effort to eradicate arbitrary discrimination and negative 

stereotypes about the performance level of older workers.
5
  

The ADEA is designed “to promote employment of older persons based on their ability rather than age; to prohibit 

arbitrary age discrimination in employment; and to help employers and workers find ways of meeting problems arising from 

the impact of age on employment.”
6
  The ADEA prohibits discrimination against individuals over the age of forty because of 

their age, and also prohibits covered entities from depriving individuals of employment opportunities or taking any other 

adverse action against such individuals because of their age. Specifically, the ADEA makes it unlawful for a covered employer 

"(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or otherwise discriminate against any individual with respect to his 

compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual's age; (2) to limit, segregate, or classify 

his employees in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise 

adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's age; or (3) to reduce the wage rate of any employee in 

order to comply with this chapter."
7
   

Both the ADEA and Title VII are designed to remove artificial, arbitrary, and unnecessary barriers to employment 

when those barriers discriminate on the basis of criteria that are irrelevant to job performance. The Act holds one significant 

caveat, however, that is not codified in Title VII.  Unlike Title VII, the ADEA provides that “[I]t shall not be unlawful for  an 

employer, employment agency or labor organization (1) to take any action otherwise prohibited…where age is a bona fide 

occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the particular business, or where the 

differentiation is based on reasonable factors other than age,”
8
 the “RFOA” proviso.  Nevertheless, often the wording of the 

two statutes is similar, as are their goals; consequentially, courts frequently interpret them in a parallel manner. For example, 

harassment can be a form of discrimination under Title VII.
9
  The first case to articulate such a proposition involved national 
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origin and racial harassment,
10

 although sexual harassment cases primarily have been responsible for developing and explaining 

how harassment results in a form of disparate treatment discrimination.
11

 Many courts recognize the viability of such hostile 

working environment claims under the ADEA as well,
12

 and tend to follow the precedent established under Title VII as to 

what proof the plaintiff must establish in a prima facie case for an actionable hostile working environment based upon age.
13

  

On the other hand, the Court has not always followed the precedents of Title VII in interpreting the ADEA. While 

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was designed to eliminate rampant discrimination against racial minorities and the resulting 

disadvantages suffered as a result of such practices,
14

 the key phrase, “because of” has been interpreted by courts as 

prohibiting all discriminatory practices based upon the forbidden criteria, and as not being limited to discriminatory practices 

aimed only at those persons for whom the legislation was enacted to protect. The Supreme Court recognizes reverse 

discrimination, and has held that Title VII protects Caucasians from being discriminated against in favor of racial 

minorities,
15

 just as men are protected from discrimination based upon sex, even by members of their same sex.
16

  Although 

the Supreme Court has held that a covered employee can establish a violation of the ADEA in cases in which an employee 

over forty years, who is in the same protected class, replaced the older worker,
17

 the Court declined to recognize the viability 

of reverse discrimination claims under the ADEA.  

The Supreme Court in General Dynamics Land Systems, Inc. v. Cline
18

 interpreted the text and legislative history of 

the ADEA as allowing an employer to set minimum age requirements for some employee benefits, and to treat older 

members of a protected class more favorably with respect to the provision of certain benefits.
19

 In reversing the Sixth Circuit, 

which had recognized the viability of reverse discrimination under the ADEA,
20

  the majority stated that the ADEA forbids 

discriminatory preference for the young over the old, and evaluated the circumstances surrounding the passage of the ADEA, 

including the then-common policies of age ceilings on hiring.
21

 It also discussed hearings on the Act in Congress that 

examined unjustified assumptions about the effect of age on the ability to work and negative attitudes about employers 

concerning older workers, including economic concerns about higher pension and benefit costs.
22

 The Court concluded that 

the “prefatory provisions and their legislative history make a case that we think is beyond reasonable doubt, that the ADEA 

was concerned to protect a relatively old worker from discrimination that works to the advantage of the relatively young,” 

since the “enemy of 40 is 30, not 50.”
23

  In comparison, would the incorporation of Title VII‟s disparate impact theory into 

the ADEA be more or less consistent with the goals of the statute?
24

 

 

II. Disparate Impact Discrimination and the ADEA 

 

A. The Disparate Impact Theory of Liability  

 

The theory of disparate impact provides that facially neutral employment criteria may violate Title VII if they have a 

disparate impact upon members of a protected class and cannot be justified by a business necessity. The Supreme Court 

initially interpreted Title VII as prohibiting such practices, in order to prevent discrimination in the absence of proof of 

discriminatory motive, in Griggs v. Duke Power Company.
25

 Prior to the Court‟s recognition of disparate impact, plaintiffs 

had to establish a disparate treatment  case by showing that they intentionally were treated less favorably because of their 

race, color, religion, sex, or national origin either by direct or circumstantial evidence.
26

   

The recognition of disparate impact discrimination protects individuals from practices that do not overtly 

discriminate and may be fair in form, but are discriminatory in operation.
27

  Disparate impact does not focus on intent, but 

rather on employment practices which have disparate impact on persons in protected classes that are not related to job 

performance.
28

  In order to establish a prima facie case, the plaintiff must (1) identify the specific employment practice that is 

challenged, (2) show a disparate impact on one of the groups protected under Title VII and (3) show the existence of a causal 

relationship between the identified practice and the disparate impact.
29

 After the plaintiff establishes a prima facie case, then 

the burden of proof shifts to the employer to prove that their actions are based on a viable business necessity.
30

  If the 

employer succeeds, then the individual must show that the employer could have used other practices that do not have a 

discriminatory effect, and can still serve employer‟s legitimate interest in order to maintain their claim.
31

 These respective 

requirements were established by the Civil Rights Act of 1991 in response to the Supreme Court‟s decision in Ward Cove 

Packing Co. Inc. v. Antonio
32

 in which a majority had held that while the employer must produce evidence suggesting 

business necessity, the plaintiff must bear the final burden of persuasion, which transformed the business necessity defense 

into a justification defense that was no longer a burden of proof requirement for employers, but merely a burden of 

production.
33

  

 

B. The Theory as Applied to the ADEA: Confusion in the Circuits 

 

While this theory was recognized under Title VII, its application to the ADEA was unclear, with the Supreme Court 

merely suggesting in dicta that it was inapplicable in Hazen v. Biggins.
34

  Biggins was fired from Hazen Paper a few weeks 

before the vesting of his pension benefits.
35

  The Court of Appeals for the First Circuit determined that a jury could have 



concluded that the termination decision based upon imminent vesting of his pension benefits was “inextricably intertwined” 

to age, since but for his age, he would not have been close to vesting.
36

  The Supreme Court vacated the judgment, resolving 

that disparate treatment does not automatically occur when the employer‟s motivation is a component other than age, even if 

the component is correlated.
37

  “[B]ecause age and years of service are analytically distinct, an employer can take account of 

one while ignoring the other, and thus it is incorrect to say that a decision based on years of service is necessarily age-

based.”
38

 Although Hazen v. Biggins was a disparate treatment case,
39

  the Court stated that “[W]hen the employer‟s decision 

is wholly motivated by factors other than age, the problem of inaccurate and stigmatizing stereotypes disappears.  This is true 

even if the motivating factor is correlated with age,”
40

 as if to suggest that the disparate impact theory of discrimination was 

inapplicable to the ADEA. 

After Hazen, there was a degree of uncertainty in the lower courts on the availability of disparate impact theory 

under the ADEA. The First Circuit addressed the issue in Mullin v. Raytheon, a case in which the employee alleged that his 

position downgrade and salary reduction were indicative of age discrimination.
41

  After analyzing the Hazen decision, the 

First Circuit denied the application of disparate impact claims under the ADEA, concluding that “[T]he ADEA was not 

intended to protect older workers from the often harsh economic realities of common business decisions and the hardships 

associated with corporate reorganizations, downsizing, plant closings, and relocations.”
42

  Similarly, the EEOC challenged a 

school‟s decision to set a low maximum salary limit for hiring a new drama teacher for excluding a disproportionate number 

of applicants over the age of forty in EEOC v. Francis W. Parker School.
43

  The EEOC claimed that there was a statistically 

significant correlation between age and work experience.
44

  However, the Seventh Circuit relied on the statute‟s “reasonable 

factors other than age” (“RFOA”) provision to conclude instead that “decisions based on criteria which merely tend to affect 

workers over the age of forty more adversely than workers under forty are not prohibited.”
45

  The Tenth Circuit also rejected 

the applicability of disparate impact claims under the ADEA in Ellis v. United Airlines, Inc, 
46

  a case in which plaintiffs sued 

after being denied employment because of their inability to meet weight requirements for flight attendants.
47

  The appeals 

court compared the wording of the ADEA and the Equal Pay Act,
48

 both of which appeared to offer an exemption if the 

differentiation is based on any reasonable factor other than age or sex respectively,
49

 to conclude that ADEA claims cannot 

be based on a disparate impact theory of discrimination.
50

 Similarly, the Eleventh Circuit in Adams v. Florida Power 

Corporation
51

 determined that, while the language of the ADEA was similar to Title VII,
52

 it was distinguishable enough to 

question extending the disparate impact theory to ADEA cases.
53

  The court observed that the ADEA provides that an 

employer may “take any action otherwise prohibited…where the differentiation is based on reasonable factors other than 

age,”
54

 and that the similarity in statutory language of the Equal Pay Act and the ADEA
55

 suggests that since disparate impact 

theory is not available under the Equal Pay Act, it is not available under the ADEA.
56

  Thus, the court concluded that 

disparate impact claims are not available under the ADEA
57

   

Although not deciding the issue, the Sixth Circuit also addressed the applicability of disparate impact to the ADEA 

in Lyon v. Ohio Education Association, 
58

 in which the plaintiff alleged that an early retirement provision of the Association 

violated the ADEA because it allowed younger employees who took early retirement to receive a higher pension amount than 

older workers with the same length of service.
59

 The appeals court asserted that the plaintiffs failed to establish a prima facie 

case of disparate impact discrimination, citing Allen v. Diebold,
60

 for the proposition that plaintiffs must allege discrimination 

because they were old, not because they were expensive. The Third Circuit, while also failing to resolve the issue, questioned 

the viability of disparate impact under the ADEA in Dibiase v. SmithKline Beecham.
61

 While the court of appeals did not 

expressly conclude that disparate impact was unavailable under the ADEA, it admitted that it entertained serious doubts 

about the applicability of the theory, particularly in light of Hazen.
62

  In contrast, the Eight Circuit recognized the continued 

viability of disparate impact theory in Smith v. City of Des Moines.
63

  Rather than relying on the dicta in Hazen, the Eighth 

Circuit followed on its previous rulings,
64

 and continued to apply disparate impact theory to the ADEA.
65

  

 

C. Resolved: Smith v. City of Jackson 

 

Finally the Supreme Court settled the question of whether or not the disparate-impact theory of recovery announced 

in Griggs for cases brought under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, is cognizable under the ADEA.  In Smith v. City 

of Jackson the Court held that the ADEA authorizes recovery in disparate impact cases comparable to Griggs.
66

  The Court 

noted that “[E]xcept for substitution of the word "age" for the words "race, color, religion, sex, or national origin," the 

language of that provision in the ADEA is identical to that found in §703(a)(2) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII).”
67

 

It observed that other provisions of the ADEA also parallel the Title VII, such as the affirmative defense of bona fide 

occupational qualifications, which are reasonably necessary to the normal operation of the particular business.
68

  The 

language and circumstances surrounding the passage of both Acts indicated that they should be interpreted similarly.
69

  

However, unlike Title VII, the ADEA language significantly narrows its coverage by permitting any "otherwise prohibited" 

action "where the differentiation is based on reasonable factors other than age."
70

  

In Part III, a plurality of the Court concluded that Congress intended to address the consequences of employment 

practices, and not simply the motivation for those practices.
71

 The ADEA makes it unlawful for an employer "to limit . . . his 



employees” (plural) “in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive any individual” (singular) “of employment 

opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's age” recognizing that an 

employer's actions, which are focused on his employees generally, may adversely affect an individual employee.
72

  “Thus, an 

employer who classifies his employees without respect to age may still be liable under the terms of this paragraph if such 

classification adversely affects the employee because of that employee's age -- the very definition of disparate impact.”
73

  

Furthermore, the “reasonable factors other than age,” (“RFOA”) provision of the ADEA, would be redundant in the absence 

of the recognition of disparate impact discrimination since disparate treatment cases by definition would involve acting on 

something other than reasonable factors not based upon age.
74

 Finally, the plurality noted “that both the Department of Labor, 

which initially drafted the legislation, and the EEOC… have consistently interpreted the ADEA to authorize relief on a 

disparate-impact theory.”
75

  Thus, the plurality concluded that the text of the statute, as interpreted in Griggs, the RFOA 

provision, and the EEOC regulations all supported the applicability of disparate impact discrimination theory to the ADEA.
76

 

A majority of the Court determined in Part IV of the opinion that “[T]wo textual differences between the ADEA and 

Title VII make it clear that even though both statutes authorize recovery on a disparate-impact theory, the scope of disparate-

impact liability under ADEA is narrower than under Title VII.”
77

 The first difference the Court identified is the RFOA 

provision, while the second is the amendment to Title VII contained in the Civil Rights Act of 1991,
78

 which restored the 

business necessity defense, as opposed to a business justification defense, to Title VII, but not to the ADEA.
79

  The Court 

then, in interpreting the ADEA requirements in conjunction with those of a Title VII disparate impact case, concluded that 

the plaintiffs failed to identify “any specific test, requirement, or practice within the pay plan that has an adverse impact on 

older workers,” warning that “it is not enough to simply allege that there is a disparate impact on workers, or point to a 

generalized policy that leads to such an impact.”
80

  The court then evaluated the City's plan, which increased salaries 

according to seniority and position in an effort to make them competitive within the regional labor market, and concluded 

that it based on reasonable factors other than age.
81

  Although “there may have been other reasonable ways for the City to 

achieve its goals, the one selected was not unreasonable. Unlike the business necessity test [under Title VII], which asks 

whether there are other ways for the employer to achieve its goals that do not result in a disparate impact on a protected class, 

the reasonableness inquiry includes no such requirement.”
82

  

Justice Scalia would have recognized disparate impact claims, but not based on the reasoning asserted, but out of 

deference to EEOC Guidelines which recognized the theory.
83

  In contrast, Justice O‟Connor concluded that disparate impact 

claims are not cognizable under the ADEA, and that employers should not be subject to liability absent proof of intentional 

age-based discrimination.
84

 Although she did not agree that disparate impact claims should be recognized under the ADEA, 

she nevertheless agreed with the majority that such claims should be strictly circumscribed by the RFOA exemption, which 

requires “only that the challenged employment practice be based on a „reasonable‟ nonage factor -- that is, one that is 

rationally related to some legitimate business objective.”
85

  

 

III. The ADEA Disparate Impact Case 

 

A. The Insurmountable RFOA Rebuttal? 

 

It is now settled that employment practices, which are age-neutral on their face, can be actionable, if they have a 

disparate impact on older workers.  However, as the Court clarified in Smith v. City of Jackson, plaintiffs must identify a 

specific test, requirement, or practice, which causes a provable disparate impact according to the precedent established for 

Title VII cases in Wards Cove v. Atonio,
86

 and subsequently codified in the Civil Rights Act of 1991.
87

  Even if the employee 

is able to identify with specificity such an employment practice, and statistically establish its disparate impact on older 

workers, the employer will succeed if it can establish that the policy is based upon a reasonable factor other than age, a rather 

undemanding burden.
88

   

Nevertheless, what specific types of employment practices could be suspect? Skill based pay systems potentially 

could have a disparate impact on older workers, since promotion is no longer linked to longevity.
89

  The focus on skill 

acquisition in order to advance may discriminate against older workers, if they are not given the opportunity to acquire new 

skills or update their skill set, and may facilitate the progression of younger workers through the ranks.
90

  Additionally, some 

employers refuse to hire prospective employees because they are “overqualified.” It would seem that such a reason could 

have a disparate impact on older workers. Other employers have a policy of hiring at entry-level positions and promoting 

from within the organization, which could disadvantage older workers who would likely be seeking a higher level position.   

However, such employment practices easily could be justified under the “reasonable factors other than age” caveat. 

Skill based pay systems could be justified by arguing that they enhance employee motivation, lateral flexibility, cross-

functional capabilities, and organizational value.
91

  The practice of filtering out overqualified workers could be justified as 

hedging a high turnover rate, since the employees who are not sufficiently challenged could seek alternative employment.
92

  

And hiring at entry level positions could reward seniority and effectuate cost savings. But are cost savings a “reasonable 

factor other than age?”
93

 Some commentators support cost savings as being a viable RFOA defense,
94

 while others do not.
95

  



It also has been argued that some employment practices could violate the ADEA if their impact disproportionately affects 

older workers and the practice perpetuates the invidious bias the remedial legislation was designed to prevent.
96

  But how 

have courts grappled with these issues in the post-Smith era?
97

 

 

B. Post-Smith Lower Court Decisions 

 

 In post-Smith ADEA litigation, several plaintiffs have been unable to satisfy the initial requirement of identifying a 

specific practice that is actionable because of its adverse impact.
98

  For example, it is not sufficient merely to allege, for 

example, that an employer “maintained a highly stressful work environment that necessarily subjected older, more 

experienced workers to extreme pressures, which had a disparate impact on older workers.”
99

  Further, a particular practice 

that results in a disparate impact must be specified, not a generalized one, such as a claim that company policy encourages the 

felonious use of pirated software, which results in a disparate impact on older workers who are less likely to disobey the law 

than the alleged unethical younger generation.
100

  In White v. American Axle Manufacturing, Incorporated
101

 the district court 

criticized that plaintiffs did not identify any specific test, requirement, or practice within the pay plan that has an adverse 

impact on older workers, only that the plan at issue was relatively less generous to older workers than to younger workers, 

nor did they identify what facially neutral policy allegedly followed by AAM had a disparate impact on older people in the 

company‟s procedures for selecting employees for layoffs, but instead, merely provided statistics alleging a number of older 

people were laid off by AAM.
102

  Likewise, in Syverson v. IBM Corporation
103

 the court dismissed a claim alleging that older 

employees were treated less favorably than younger employees.
104

 While subjective practices of employer likely can be 

subject to disparate impact claims
105

 the court cited the deficiencies in plaintiffs‟ allegations as including a failure to name 

who made the employment decisions with regard to individual terminations, the specific times, places, and people involved in 

the individual termination decisions, and the specific employment practices relevant to the decisions.
106

   

 In contrast, in Turner v. Jewel Food Stores, Incorporated
107

 the plaintiff alleged that several facially neutral 

employment practices had a disparate impact upon the unionized members of the protected class, such as reducing hours of 

employees covered by older collectives bargaining agreements (“CBAs‟), denying promotions and/or department transfers to 

employees covered by older CBAs; and scheduling less favorable shifts for employees covered by older CBAs. The plaintiff 

survived a motion to dismiss, although the court acknowledged that “the alleged misconduct may well be attributed to 

reasonable factors other than age in the end.”
108

 The court asserted that the plaintiff need only allege “that the misconduct 

resulted from age discrimination on Jewel's part,”
109

 and failed to address the sufficiency of the link between the alleged older 

CBAs and age itself.  In contrast, other post-Smith decisions have taken care to distinguish between age as a protected class, 

and other factors closely aligned with age that presumably cannot form the basis of a disparate impact claim, such as 

annuitant status,
110

 date of hire,
111

 and longevity of employment.
112

 

 Other plaintiffs have been able to identify a practice, but have failed to “offer statistical evidence of a kind and 

degree sufficient to show that the practice in question has caused the exclusion of applicants for jobs or promotions because 

of their membership in a protected group.”
113

  For example, in Golter v. Square D Company
114

 the plaintiff attempted to 

identify a facially neutral employment practice, specifically that the employer initiated a plan to hire workers at a lower tier 

with fewer benefits in a two tier compensation plan, which necessitated that a certain number of senior workers be terminated 

before the new  pay scale could be implemented.
115

 Although the court characterized the requisite specificity of the plaintiff‟s 

allegation as being “highly questionable,”
116

 it concluded that the plaintiff, nevertheless, failed to present any statistical 

evidence on her adverse impact claim “regarding the age of workers terminated to facilitate implementation of the two-tier 

pay plan.”
117

  Likewise, in Coleman v. Robinson Brothers Environmental, Inc.,
118

 plaintiffs argued that a hiring practice, 

which that gives preferential treatment to less experienced "entry level" employees, resulted in a disparate impact because 

age and experience are often linked.
119

 In dismissing the case the Court asserted, however, that “this argument is nothing 

more than speculation. Plaintiffs have introduced no evidence suggesting that older applicants were disproportionately among 

those who were not hired by defendant. The fact that applicants with more experience may tend to be older individuals does 

not prove that this was true in this case.”
120

 The court, however, did not address whether or not the link between age and 

experience, if provable, would suffice. 

 Other courts have not only cited a failure by plaintiffs to fulfill the prima facie requirements of Smith, but also have 

speculated that the RFOA defense would block their claims, nonetheless.
121

 For example, in Embrico v. U.S. Steel 

Corporation
122

 plaintiff did identify a specific practice that had a disparate impact. They alleged that the employer‟s “reliance 

on technical background disproportionately excluded older workers from being pre-selected for retention, and because older 

workers were not pre-selected, they were induced to retire” under the company‟s voluntary early retirement program.
123

  

However, plaintiff‟s evidence failed to show “sufficiently substantial disparities to establish an adverse impact,” but instead 

provided only raw data that noted the disparities without any evidence, expert or otherwise, to interpret the data or to prove 

that the disparities were statistically significant.
124

  The court also noted that even if the plaintiff had met his burden, the 

company would have prevailed under the RFOA proviso, since it justified its policy upon non-age factors, notably that those 



with technical backgrounds would be better equipped operators and trainers, and that it designed the retirement plan to offer 

increasing enhancements according to longer work histories at the plant.
125

    

 Similarly, in Lit v. Infinity Broadcasting Corporation
126

 the plaintiff alleged a disparate impact based upon program 

format changes at his radio station. While the court determined that plaintiff proffered sufficient evidence of a specific 

practice to ground the disparate impact claim, that is, dramatically changing the content of its on-air programming, 

establishing that he alone was harmed by the implementation of the station's "repackaging" efforts was insufficient evidence 

for a disparate impact claim.
127

  Although a meaningful statistical analysis was impossible given the small number of 

potentially affected employees,  the court concluded that the fact that only two broadcasters were affected was not the 

"significantly disproportionate exclusionary impact" that the law requires under a disparate impact theory.
128

  Moreover, the 

court further opined that program changes, which allegedly affected the plaintiff adversely because of his age, was 

attributable to a "reasonable factor other than age" given the employer‟s uncontradicted evidence that the station‟s re-

formatting was the result of extensive market research that led the station's executives to determine a new direction was 

necessary to keep the station successful.
129

  

 In yet another example of speculation concerning RFOA rebuttals, the Tenth Circuit concluded that the plaintiff in 

Pippin v. Burlington Resources, Incorporated
130

 failed to establish evidence supporting a prima facie case of disparate impact 

based on the employer‟s Reduction in Force (“RIF”) in that the plaintiff only established that the RIF resulted in the 

termination of more over-forty workers than under-forty employees, but supplied no evidence of "comparables," such as the 

age of Burlington's other employees. The appeals court, however, further emphasized that Burlington was entitled to 

summary judgment pursuant to the RFOA defense: “However, as a matter of law, these were not unreasonable policies. 

Certainly, relying on prior performance ratings and the determination of which employees have the skills most useful to the 

company going forward are reasonable criteria for any company to use in deciding which employees to keep and which to let 

go in a RIF…Further, a decision by Burlington to honor its prior commitment to new hires in order to protect its hiring 

reputation at the schools involved is reasonable, as is the decision to keep new hires who have not yet been evaluated. All of 

these decisions were based on reasonable factors other than age. Corporate restructuring, performance-based evaluations, 

retention decisions based on needed skills, and recruiting concerns are all reasonable business considerations.”
131

 Similarly, 

in Rollins v. Clear Creek Independent School District
132

 the court acknowledged that the plaintiff failed to offer sufficient 

statistical evidence to establish disparate impact,
133

 but went on to assert that, even if such evidence were forthcoming, the 

plaintiff would fail because the employer had based its policy on a reasonable factor other than age, that is, a desire to give 

nonretired teachers, who were not drawing a retirement salary, preference in hiring.
134

 

 Nevertheless, some courts are less inclined to make such judgment calls without a more fully developed record.  In 

EEOC v. Allstate Insurance Co.,
135

 the district court cautiously refused to grant summary judgment for the defendant, even 

though the employer advanced evidence to justify the reasonableness of its rehire policy. The court recognized that the 

“[P]laintiff has the ultimate burden of proving that the reasons offered by the Defendant were unreasonable” and concluded 

that the plaintiff provided “sufficient evidence that a reasonable jury could find that the challenged policy was unreasonable, 

and therefore the question is not appropriate for summary judgment.”
136

  Likewise, in Breen v. Peters
137

 the same court for 

the District of Columbia, refused to grant summary judgment for the defendant. The court opined that a “disparate impact 

claim…probably cannot be advanced without data that only the defendant can be expected to have. Without access to that 

data through the discovery process in litigation, a plaintiff could not reasonably be expected to meet the evidentiary 

requirements of a prima facie disparate impact case.”
138

  In contrast, the district court in Armstrong v. Blair
139

assumed that 

the plaintiff could make out a prima facie case, but granted defendant‟s motion for summary judgment based upon the RFOA 

defense because the plaintiffs produced no evidence suggesting that the discretion given to selecting officials to rank 

candidates, which allegedly resulted in a disparate impact on older workers, was unreasonable.
140

 The court acknowledged 

that employers “may exercise discretion or use some subjective factors to make its selection from among objectively 

qualified candidates so long as the decision is not based on an unlawful criteria such as age…Although Plaintiffs might prefer 

that a different job selection method had been adopted, they fail to identify evidence that any part of the [plan] is objectively 

unreasonable.”
141

 

 Finally, in Meacham v. Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,
142

 the companion case to Smith, the Second Circuit 

reconsidered its prior holding on a developed record specifically in light of the Supreme Court‟s decision. Previously, the 

appeals court erroneously had applied the framework form Title VII to the ADEA, and held that the plaintiffs established a 

prima facie case under the ADEA by demonstrating the disparate impact on older workers of the subjective decision-making 

involved in the involuntary reduction in force (“IRIF”), and that even though the defendants asserted a facially legitimate 

business justification, “there was sufficient evidence of an equally effective alternative to the subjective components of the 

IRIF to support liability.”
143

  On remand, the court admitted that “the „business necessity‟ test is not applicable in the ADEA 

context; rather, the appropriate test is for „reasonableness,‟ such that the employer is not liable under the ADEA so long as  

the challenged employment action, in relying on specific non-age factors, constitutes a reasonable means to the employer's 

legitimate goals.”
144

 In applying this reasonableness test, the court assumed that the “plaintiff bears the burden of persuading 

the factfinder that the employer's justification is unreasonable.”
145

 In reviewing the evidence produced at trial regarding the 



justification for the IRIF, along with the objections of the plaintiffs, the Second Circuit concluded that, while probative 

evidence suggested that the factors used in the IRIF “could have been better drawn and that the process could have been 

better scrutinized to guard against a skewed layoff distribution,” the plan selected could not be characterized as being 

unreasonable.
146

  

 This survey of post-Smith cases suggests a degree of inconsistency in applying standards for motions to dismiss and 

summary judgment. In particular, it is unclear to plaintiffs what level specificity must be alleged and with what specific proof 

in identifying discriminatory practices and policies, as well as what data must be provided in the preliminary stages of 

litigation to support the allegations. Moreover, many courts seem compelled to look ahead to the easily established RFOA 

defense, as if to predict the inevitable hopelessness of the cause of action.
147

 Perhaps one reason why courts so frequently 

speculate about of the employer‟s RFOA rebuttal, in the absence of a more developed record, concerns the uncertainty 

surrounding the parties‟ respective burdens of proof.  It is unclear whether or not employer-defendants must bear a burden of 

persuasion, such that proof of reasonable factor other than age is an affirmative defense, or instead, merely one of production, 

which would leave the burden of persuasion with the plaintiff, who then must somehow disprove the proffered excuse, which 

in ADEA disparate impact cases concerns the reasonableness of the allegedly discriminatory practice. That uncertainty 

prompts several questions: How significant is the distinction, how will the issue be resolved by the courts and is a legislative 

response warranted? 

  

IV. The Meaning and Importance of the RFOA Proviso Post-Smith 

 

 Some observers endorsed the Court‟s application of disparate impact theory to the ADEA with cautious optimism, 

recognizing that winning a case will be anything but easy.
148

  Thus far, it would seem that Smith was a Pyrrhic victory at best 

for older workers. Indeed, if the plaintiff ultimately must prove that the employer‟s proffered rationalization of the allegedly 

discriminatory practice or policy is unreasonable, that indeed will be a difficult, if not impossible, burden of proof. Disparate 

impact cases are difficult to establish anyway and costly to litigate. However, proving that an employment practice is 

unreasonable will in essence eviscerate the theory to the practical extent that all ADEA claims in essence must establish a 

discriminatory motive and prove disparate treatment based upon age.
149

 Does the RFOA proviso of the ADEA mandate that 

result? 

 

A. Burden of Proof v. Production: A Question of Interpretation 

 

1. Post-Smith Analysis by Lower Courts 

 

Several district courts in post-Smith decisions interpreted the RFOA proviso as being only a burden of production 

and not one of proof,
150

 which may explain in part the consideration of the reasonableness factor on summary judgment, since 

once an excuse is articulated by the defendant, the burden of persuasion would mandate that the plaintiff negate it.
151

  In other 

words, “[T]o survive a well-founded motion for summary judgment, then, an ADEA plaintiff asserting a disparate-impact 

claim must come forward with admissible evidence from which a rational factfinder could conclude that the employer‟s 

facially neutral policy was not based on reasonable, non-age factors.”
152

 Some of these lower court decisions follow the 

precedent established by both the Tenth and Second Circuits, which interpreted Smith as establishing that the burden of proof 

for defendants in asserting the RFOA rebuttal is one of production, not persuasion.
153

   

In Pippin v. Burlington Resources, Incorporated
154

  the Tenth Circuit characterized the defendant‟s burden as one of 

production that required “the employer to assert that its neutral policy is based on a reasonable factor other than age.”
155

  If 

the employer is able successfully to contend that its neutral policy is based on a reasonable factor other than age, then to 

prevail the employee “must ultimately persuade the factfinder that the employer's asserted basis for the neutral policy is 

unreasonable.”
156

 On the facts alleged, the appeals court concluded that the plaintiff failed to present evidence that would cast 

doubt on the reasonableness of the factors asserted, and granted summary judgment for the defendant.
157

   

  As previously discussed
158

 the Second Circuit in Meacham v. Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory
159

 concluded that the 

plaintiff ultimately bore the burden of persuading the factfinder that the employer‟s justification is unreasonable once the 

employer produced evidence of a legitimate business justification.
160

 The court concluded that this result was dictated by the 

Supreme Court‟s decision in Smith for three reasons. First, the Second Circuit observed that in substituting the 

reasonableness test for the business necessity test in Smith, the Supreme Court did not suggest that the burden of persuasion 

was being shifted to the employer.
161

 Second, the Court in Smith determined that “Wards Cove pre-1991 interpretation of 

Title VII‟s identical language remains applicable to the ADEA.”
162

 The Second Circuit interpreted that statement to mean 

that the reasoning and analysis of Wards Cove applies to disparate impact claims under the ADEA, the result being that “an 

employer defeats a plaintiff's prima facie case by producing a legitimate business justification, unless the plaintiff is able to 

discharge the ultimate burden of persuading the factfinder that the employer's justification is unreasonable. Any other 

interpretation would compromise the holding in Wards Cove that the employer is not to bear the ultimate burden of 



persuasion with respect to the "legitimacy" of its business justification.”
163

 Third, the appeals court reasoned that the Supreme 

Court in Smith v. City of Jackson justified the narrower scope of disparate-impact liability under the ADEA in comparison to 

Title VII, based upon the reality that unlike the protected classes of Title VII, age, in some cases, has relevance to 

performance ability; thus, employment criteria may be reasonable despite the resulting adverse impact on older workers.
164

  

The court surmised, then, that it  “would seem redundant to place on an employer the burden of demonstrating that routine 

and otherwise unexceptionable employment criteria are reasonable.”
165

   

 The dissenting justice, in contrast, argued that the RFOA provision was instead an affirmative defense for which the 

defendant bore the burden of persuasion, and advanced three justifications for that interpretation: the language and structure 

of the statute, the legislative history of the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (“OWBPA”), and the weight of authority.
166

  

First, the consistent use of the words, "otherwise prohibited," in the ADEA suggests that the RFOA proviso creates an 

affirmative defense “because the various fact patterns listed are exceptions to liability that would otherwise exist.”
167

 Second, 

in reaction to a holding by the Supreme Court that the benefit plan exemption of the ADEA did not create an affirmative 

defense,
168

 Congress enacted the OWBPA,
169

 which inserted "any action otherwise prohibited" into the statute for the bona 

fide seniority systems and benefit plans exception.
170

  Third, the dissent noted that several circuits characterized both the 

bona fide seniority systems and benefit plans exemption and the RFOA proviso as being affirmative defenses.
171

  The 

Supreme Court granted certiorari in January of this year to resolve this question of whether or not an employee alleging 

disparate impact under the ADEA bears the burden of persuasion on the RFOA defense;
172

 however, its decision in Smith is 

somewhat predictive.  

 

2. The Supreme Court‟s Hints in Smith 

 

 In Smith v. City of Jackson the Supreme Court evaluated the plaintiffs‟ disparate impact claims in a summary 

judgment context.
173

  The plurality noted that “in cases involving disparate-impact claims that the RFOA provision plays its 

principal role by precluding liability if the adverse impact was attributable to a nonage factor that was „reasonable.‟"
174

 

Unfortunately, the Court did not clarify the exact nature of that preclusion. It merely determined that the plaintiffs failed to 

identify the relevant practice as required by Wards Cove, and that the record clearly established that the City's plan was based 

on reasonable factors other than age.
175

  

The Court acknowledged that the Civil Rights Act of 1991 amended the 1964 legislation to modify the Court's 

holding in Wards Cove, “a case in which we narrowly construed the employer's exposure to liability on a disparate-impact 

theory.”
176

 The majority went on to note that “the relevant 1991 amendments expanded the coverage of Title VII, they did not 

amend the ADEA or speak to the subject of age discrimination. Hence, Wards Cove's pre-1991 interpretation of Title VII's 

identical language remains applicable to the ADEA.”
177

  So how had the Court interpreted Title VII in Wards Cove?  In 

Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio,
178

 the Court held that plaintiffs alleging disparate impact under Title VII “must 

demonstrate that it is the application of a specific or particular employment practice that has created the disparate impact 

under attack,”
179

  and that that an employer could satisfy the business necessity rebuttal by offering evidence that the practice 

“serves in a significant way the legitimate goals of the employer,” without the need to establish that it is essential or 

indispensable.
180

 Further, this justification, as opposed to necessity, defense was not a burden of proof requirement for 

employers, but merely a burden of production.
181

  

 Congress reacted to the Court‟s decision in Ward’s Cove by passing the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which essentially 

codified prior case law for the parties‟ respective burdens of proof, but maintained Wards Cove’s requirement that each 

alleged discriminatory practice cause an illegal outcome.
182

  Federal law now provides that it is an unlawful employment 

practice based on disparate impact for employers to use “a particular employment practice that causes a disparate impact on 

the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin” without demonstrating “that the challenged practice is job related for 

the position in question and consistent with business necessity.”
183

  As used in the statute, the term "demonstrates" means 

meets the burdens of production and persuasion.
184

  If the employer is able to establish the business necessity defense, then 

the plaintiff may demonstrate that the employer has refused to adopt an alternative employment practice which would satisfy 

the employer‟s legitimate interests without having a disparate impact on a protected class.
185

   

 Thus, it would seem that the narrow construction previously applied to Title VII in Wards Cove, which only placed a 

burden of production upon defendants in disparate impact cases, applies to ADEA defendants in such cases as well. Further, 

it would seem that reasonableness would be justified on the basis of a legitimate justification. On the other hand, the Court 

may have been referring to the requirements enunciated in Wards Cove concerning the specificity of the practice that must be 

identified in addition to the necessary proof of impact; however, this interpretation of the “Wards Cove's pre-1991 

interpretation of Title VII's identical language” statement is less likely since Congress retained that requirement in the 1991 

legislation.  

 Nevertheless, there is a significant distinction between the two rebuttals. Under Title VII‟s business necessity 

defense, once the employer produces evidence that a practice is a business necessity, the employee obviously could rebut that 

proof by establishing that other practices could accomplish those legitimate goals, but without the adverse impact. In other 



words, the practice, in fact, is not necessary. However, in the context of an RFOA defense, once reasonableness is established 

by whatever standard imposed, if the employee established that other practices could accomplish those legitimate goals, but 

without an adverse impact, it would not necessarily follow that the employer‟s plan was unreasonable. So it would seem that 

an employee would need to negate the alleged reasonableness of the employer‟s plan in order to prevail.  

 The Supreme Court suggested as much in Smith. In concluding that the decisions made were based on reasonable 

factors other than age, the Court also asserted that “while there may have been other reasonable ways for the City to achieve  

its goals, the one selected was not unreasonable.”
186

  It further noted that “[U]nlike the business necessity test, which asks 

whether there are other ways for the employer to achieve its goals that do not result in a disparate impact on a protected class, 

the reasonableness inquiry includes no such requirement.”
187

  Thus, presumably the plaintiff could only prevail by 

demonstrating that the plan was unreasonable, not by proposing alternative plans. Without such proof, the district court was 

correct in ruling in favor of the defendants as a matter of law.  

 

3. The Substance of the Distinction 

 

 Nevertheless, the burden of proof versus burden of persuasion issue was not squarely before the Court, since it 

concluded the plaintiffs had not met their prima facie burden of identifying specific practices that had a demonstrably 

discriminatory impact.
188

 As a result, plaintiffs could not prevail whether the defendant‟s burden was one of persuasion or 

production. In addition to the arguments raised by the dissenting justice in Meacham
189

 one other persuasive argument 

supports the contention that the defendant‟s burden is one of persuasion.  

 The EEOC‟s interpretation of its own regulations construes the RFOA proviso as mandating a burden or persuasion 

for the employer.
190

  EEOC regulations provide that “[W]hen the exception of „a reasonable factor other than age‟ is raised 

against an individual claim of discriminatory treatment, the employer bears the burden of showing that the „reasonable factor 

other than age‟ exists factually.”
191

  The agency maintains that this obligation to establish the defense factually as a burden of 

persuasion applies whether the case is brought either as disparate treatment or disparate impact.
192

 Would that interpretation 

be entitled to deference?  Another EEOC regulation provides that “[W]hen an employment practice, including a test, is 

claimed as a basis for different treatment of employees or applicants for employment on the grounds that it is a „factor other 

than‟ age, and such a practice has an adverse impact on individuals within the protected age group, it can only be justified as 

a business necessity.”
193

 While the Court held that the reasonableness test rather than the business necessity test was 

applicable to ADEA disparate impact cases,
194

 it, nevertheless, adopted the view of the EEOC that disparate impact theory 

was available under the ADEA, noting that the EEOC consistently interpreted the ADEA to authorize relief on a disparate-

impact theory.
195

  As Justice Scalia indicated in his concurring opinion, the fact that the majority disagreed with the agency‟s 

requirement of business necessity as a defense to an ADEA claim, does not mandate that the regulations which recognize 

disparate impact are equally incorrect.
196

 Thus, the agency‟s interpretation of the RFOA burden of proof may be entitled to 

deference.  

 In reality, though, whether the employer‟s rebuttal is characterized as one of production as opposed to an affirmative 

defense is likely an inconsequential distinction, since either the way, the test is easily passed. Certainly, if the burden is one 

of production only, employers could propagate justifications liberally without proof.
197

 As a result, such a standard might be 

little more than a baseless, yet effective, denial that permits employers to discriminate at will,
198

 absent proof of a 

discriminatory motive.  It is not entirely clear, however, that as a practical matter plaintiffs would fare much better if the 

burden instead was one of persuasion. Cases in which the RFOA defense was considered prior to the Court‟s decision in 

Smith suggest that employers tend to prevail by articulating reasonable grounds for their policies and practices,
199

 as do the 

decisions after Smith.
200

   

 Nevertheless, assuming that the defendant must bear, and does bear successfully, a burden of persuasion with 

respect to the RFOA defense, the plaintiff should then have an opportunity to rebut that proof. But how? The Supreme Court 

in Smith, along with many lower courts in the wake of that decision, imply that the plaintiff would have to negate the defense 

of reasonableness by establishing that the employer‟s plan or practice is unreasonable.  However, proving a negative is 

difficult, particularly in this context, since the plaintiff does not have access to evidence critical to the employer‟s decision-

making process.
201

  Presumably establishing that the plan, policy or practice is arbitrary, capricious and irrational would 

suffice, if such an evidentiary standard could ever be surmounted.   

 One the other hand, it could be argued that the plaintiff does not have to negate the RFOA defense in order to prevail 

under the statute. The ADEA provides that is not unlawful for employers to take any action otherwise prohibited where the 

differentiation is based on reasonable factors other than age.
202

  It would seem, then, that all things being equal, the plaintiff 

should be permitted to rebut the employer‟s RFOA defense by establishing that there are other policies that are reasonable 

and would accomplish the employer‟s objectives without adversely affecting older workers. If true, then the employer‟s 

choice of the practice that results in a disparate impact on older workers is precisely a differentiation based upon age, and not 

upon reasonable factors other than age.  With age as the isolated factor then, the practice chosen is prohibited by the ADEA 

because of its impact.
203

  In other words, there is no reason why a pretext defense would not be appropriate for unintentional 



discrimination by examining the age-neutral impact of comparable, reasonable policies and practices juxtaposed against the 

employer‟s non-neutral choice that results in a disparate impact. However, it seems more likely that the statute will be 

interpreted as requiring proof of unreasonableness. 

  

B. A Legislative Solution 

 

 Some observers feared that the recognition of disparate impact theory under the ADEA would pose a threat to the 

fluidity of the U.S. labor market because of employer concerns about potential ADEA claims when considering managerial 

decisions such as reductions in force,
204

 and argued that Congress should amend the ADEA to ensure that an employer can 

consider non-age factors, such as merit and cost, notwithstanding any adverse impact on older workers.
205

  Initial results 

suggest that such fears are unfounded. In fact, if the Supreme Court affirms the conclusion of the Second Circuit in 

Meacham, a different legislative response would be necessary to respect the rights of older workers.  

 Legislation recently was introduced in Congress with just that goal in mind.  The Older Workers' Rights Restoration 

Act of 2008,
206

 a part of the broader proposed Civil Rights Act of 2008, clarifies “the standard for challenging employment 

practices that have an unjustified discriminatory impact on older workers”...to “make clear that the standard of proof in cases 

alleging a disparate impact based on age is the same as in cases alleging a disparate impact based on race, color, gender, 

national origin, or religion.”
207

 In essence the proposed legislation tracks changes imposed by the Civil Rights Act of 1991.
208

 

The identical bills provide that disparate impact discrimination may be established  either by demonstrating (1) that an 

employment policy or practice causes a disparate impact on the basis of age, and the employer fails to demonstrate that the 

challenged policy or practice is based on reasonable factors that are job-related and consistent with business necessity other 

than age, or (2) that a less discriminatory alternative policy or practice exists, and the employer refuses to adopt such 

alternative policy or practice.
209

 The term demonstrates is defined as satisfying the burdens of production and persuasion.
210

 

In sum, the legislation responds to the Court‟s decision in Smith by substituting the business necessity defense for the current 

interpretation of the RFOA proviso, and clarifying that the defendant‟s burden of proof is one of persuasion.
211

  However, 

such a reform sweeps too widely. As the Court correctly observed in Smith, “age, unlike race or other classifications 

protected by Title VII, not uncommonly has relevance to an individual‟s capacity to engage in certain types of 

employment.”
212

   

 A preferred solution should balance that reality against the goal of establishing a viable rebuttal for ADEA disparate 

impact plaintiffs to the employer‟s RFOA defense. As such, Congress should react to such a decision in the same manner in 

which it reacted in 1991 to Ward’s Cove,
213

 but in the context of reasonableness, not business necessity. The ADEA should 

be amended so as to allow plaintiffs to counter the RFOA defense with the same rebuttal available under Title VII, that is, 

with evidence that the employer has refused to adopt an alternative employment practice that would satisfy the employer‟s 

legitimate interests without causing a disparate impact on that protected class.
214

  Such a rebuttal would preclude employer 

policies and practices that result in disparate impact only if other legitimate and comparable avenues were available to 

achieve the employer‟s goal that would not have the unintentional side-effect of discriminating against older workers. In 

other words, a policy or practice should not be required to be defended as being necessary, but should be required to be 

defended as being the least discriminatory policy, all other factors being equal. Would such legislation burden an employer‟s 

managerial prerogative?  Undoubtedly, but that is precisely the result intended by civil rights legislation. The Americans with 

Disabilities Act also interferes with managerial prerogatives,
215

 but that interference represents a value judgment imposed on 

employers engaged in interstate commerce regarding discrimination based upon disability and the desirable social 

consequences fostered by the accommodation of persons with disabilities.   

 On the other hand, since the critical issue concerns the reasonableness of the defense, an alternative approach would 

be for Congress to provide guidance with respect to the current statutory RFOA proviso in an effort to protect older workers 

from the seemingly impenetrable defense. While “reasonable” is unlikely an entirely superficial standard that can be satisfied 

by any plausible excuse offered by the employer, more guidance still is needed. EEOC regulations merely acknowledge that 

“[N]o precise and unequivocal determination can be made as to the scope of the phrase…Whether such differentiations exist 

must be decided on the basis of all the particular facts and circumstances surrounding each individual situation.”
216

 While 

such guidance is vague, the regulations also provide that “[T]ests which are asserted as „reasonable factors other than age‟ 

will be scrutinized in accordance with the standards set forth at part 1607 of this title.”
217

 That Part includes the Uniform 

Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (“UGESP”) adopted in 1978, which provide detailed technical standards for 

validation studies,
218

 and indicate that employer best practices should include verification of whether or not a selection 

procedure is predictive of job success, as well as whether or not an equally effective alternative selection procedure is equally 

predictive but with less of an adverse impact on protected classes.
219

 However, courts have not always accepted the agency‟s 

regulations in this context.
220

  

 Rather than defer to judicial interpretation of either the proviso or the weight to be afforded the EEOC‟s relevant 

regulations, Congress should clearly define the latitude to be afforded employers in setting criteria that result in a disparate 

impact on older workers under the RFOA proviso. The ADEA was passed to remove employment barriers that operate to 



discriminate on the basis of criteria, which are irrelevant to job performance, not to preserve criteria that are relevant to 

business profitability, notwithstanding their disparate effect on older workers. This overarching goal should influence the 

definition of a “reasonable factor other than age.” Unquestionably, it should not be illegal for employers to establish 

performance related criteria as being a reasonable factor other than age, even though the criteria necessarily cause a disparate 

impact on older workers.
221

 However, criteria that are reasonable from a business perspective should be scrutinized more 

closely, particularly when those criteria are virtual surrogates for age-based discrimination. In recognition of this potential for 

non-performance based, stereotypical discrimination, Congress should refine the RFOA proviso, perhaps mandating that the 

consideration of age-correlated “neutral” factors, such as rank, experience, seniority and salary, should be considered 

presumptively unreasonable unless the failure to consider them would result in an undue burden to the employer.
222

  However 

accomplished, the RFOA provision should be tightened to a standard that balances the interests of the employer against the 

employment rights of older workers with respect to non-performance related criteria. 

 

V. Conclusion 

 

 Thirty something years elapsed between the Supreme Court‟s recognition of disparate impact theory under Title VII 

and its recognition of the same under the ADEA. Prior to the Court‟s decision, the uncertainty of the potential application of 

disparate impact theory at least counseled caution for some employers; Smith seemingly emboldens them to promulgate 

whatever policy they choose, providing it makes some degree of sense, notwithstanding its impact on protected employees. 

However, if unintentional discrimination is truly to be considered illegal and against public policy under the ADEA, then 

plaintiffs must be provided with either a viable rebuttal to the RFOA proviso, or the proviso itself must be drafted more 

definitively so as to foreclose what is now a monstrous loophole.  

 The ADEA is interpreted frequently in tandem with Title VII, and for good reason. Both statutes focus on merit and 

ability based-criteria as being the critical factors in employment decisions, not arbitrary, stereotypical conclusions about 

classes of workers. Currently, the interpretation of the RFOA provision of the ADEA emasculates that objective, by 

permitting business-based decision-making to drive outcomes, not performance-based evaluations. This error is particularly 

crucial in disparate impact discrimination in which neutral criteria, not a discriminatory animus, are the focal points. As a 

result, Congress should once again develop the ADEA in parallel to Title VII, and amend the statute, as it amended Title VII 

after Wards Cove, not simply to establish the respective burdens of proof of the parties under the ADEA, but also to permit a 

viable response to the RFOA defense that would permit the plaintiffs to establish that other reasonable policies or practices 

could accomplish the employer‟s objective without causing an adverse impact on the protected class. 
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 Smith did not succeed in his disparate impact claim, however, because of the specific facts of his case. 99 F.3d 1466, 1472 
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